reminders about fall seeding

1. Fall seeding will not force the tender grass roots to fight for existence with weeds;

2. Fall seeding season is preceded by a long period of favorable weather and working conditions;

3. Fall seeding will bring in thicker, hardier turf, earlier the following spring;

4. Fall seeding brings best results when seed of high germination is sown liberally.

Order now to insure prompt delivery
SEED, SEEDING EQUIPMENT and SUPPLIES
Proven equipment for building and maintaining the course

COMPOST MACHINES — FERTILIZERS
MILORGANITE — SEMSESAN (for brown patch)
TORO MOWING EQUIPMENT—DUMP CARTS—SPRINKLERS

J. OLIVER JOHNSON, Inc.
Morgan, Huron, Superior Streets,
CHICAGO

Phone Monroe 6589

World’s Largest Golf Course Equipment House
THERE is no better golf ball made today than the "U. S." Royal.

It is the purpose and determination of the United States Rubber Company to employ every resource at its command to maintain this superior ball at this high standard.

It is the further purpose of this Company to build into the "U. S." Royal every sound improvement which its research laboratories can make science yield and which the best equipped golf ball factory in America can embody in a golf ball.

United States Rubber Company
Is it a question of which strain

Then perhaps Knowledge that

The NATIONAL OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
at Olympia Fields C. C.

and

The WESTERN OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
at North Shore C. C.

were both played on Flossmoor Creeping Bent greens, will guide you in making your decision.

We are the only growers of the original Flossmoor strain of creeping bent

FLOSSMOOR NURSERIES, Inc.
Under the personal supervision of Harry J. Collis
30 N. MICHIGAN AVE. - CHICAGO, ILL.

The 1928 Edition of

The American Annual Golf Guide
is now ready for distribution

The Authentic Year Book of the Game in America

Over 600 pages, cloth bound, illustrated. Contains directory of golf clubs alphabetically arranged by states, in the United States and Canada, results of championships, rules of golf, list of professionals and trade directory.

Price $3.00 per copy postpaid

Published by the
GOLF GUIDE COMPANY, Inc.
138 Centre St. New York, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT for GOLF COURSES THE WORLD OVER

GOLF KING SPRINKLERS and SNAP VALVES

No whirlers, flappers or delicate parts to wear out or break off. Used on more golf courses than any other sprinkler.

Write for literature.

BUCKNER MFG. CO., Fresno, Calif.

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers
TAKE inventory of your turf now. Lay the foundation for better turf on your fairways and greens—for next season, and for many seasons to come.

Hundreds of golf clubs have proved to their entire satisfaction that

PREMIER POULTRY MANURE

furnishes the necessary soil fertility to promote abundant, healthy turf growth.

Premier Poultry Manure is a natural grass food that has proven its permanent value as a turf builder over a period of many years on the leading courses of the country, and under widely varying soil and climatic conditions.

Apply Premier Poultry Manure now. Send for name of nearest dealer—he can promptly deliver from 100 lbs. to a car load.

PREMIER POULTRY MANURE CO.

308 W. Washington St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BETTER PREMIER POULTRY MANURE BETTER GREENS FAIRWAYS

Best for turf because:

— It is a natural grass food and stimulant.
— It is a balanced manure containing 6% Ammonia, 2.5% Phosphoric Acid and 1 to 2% Potash.
— It contains no live weeds.
— Being organic it aids humus and aids bacterial action.
— It can be applied with a minimum of labor and expense.
— Being more soluble than other manures it is more available.
— Being finely pulverized, it is quickly absorbed into the soil.
Uniform Golf follows Golf Course Irrigation

Consistent playing cannot be achieved on dry, parched courses, with baked-out, concrete-like fairways.

The Miller-California System of Golf Course Irrigation as installed and adapted by this organization to some of the country's leading Eastern Courses has off-set effects of severe droughts, reduced maintenance costs and increased golf enjoyment on hot days immeasurably. And the initial cost is surprisingly low.

Let us solve your irrigation and drainage problems. We work co-operatively with the golf course architect and local contractor.

Wendell P. Miller
and Associates
Golf Course Drainage and Irrigation
Engineers - Constructors
238 So. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill. 85 East Gay St., Columbus, O.

Do Green-Chairmen have mental hazards?

Emphatically YES! Consider Seeding Time.

A selection is made. The seed looks good, fair at least—price may appear especially reasonable. The greenkeeper sows it. Doubt—worry—hope—intervene. Then the turf. It is vigorous, thick, clean, or sickly, weedy and thin. The Green-chairman knows whether he has landed in the fairway or out where the "rough begins."

Much depends upon the quality of the seed you sow, no doubt about that. 897 Green-chairmen believe that Scott's SEED removes the mental hazard. They have the positive assurance they have sowed the best. Worry is dispelled.

The annual TURF TOURNAMENT is on. Several hundred Green-chairmen will be playing Scott's SEED. Better let us quote you too.

O. M. Scott & Sons Co.
Marysville Golf Course and Lawn Seed Ohio

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers.
THE LAST MONTH
For These Special Prices

Greenkeepers and Greens Committees should act NOW if they want to take advantage of the special July-August price reduction which applies to any of the PENNSYLVANIA Fairway Mowers during this season of lean budget balances.

On all orders received during August for either PENNSYLVANIA “NEW” Fairway Mowers or PENNSYLVANIA SUPER Fairway Mowers, a special discount of 10% will be allowed for payment within 10 days of shipment.

This special discount will apply against the following regular prices of the respective PENNSYLVANIA Fairway models for this month only:
- tractor-drawn “NEW” Fairway Quint, $625; tractor-drawn “NEW” Fairway Trio, $375; horse-drawn “NEW” Fairway Trio, $400; tractor-drawn SUPER Fairway Quint, $725; tractor-drawn SUPER Fairway Trio, $450—all f. o. b. Philadelphia.

Write for complete description of these nationally known PENNSYLVANIA Quality Fairway Mowers and for SPECIAL GOLF CATALOG.

PENNSYLVANIA LAWN MOWER WORKS
1628 North 23rd Street
Scalping

That's why "roller type" has replaced side-wheels on putting-green mowers

This shows why side-wheel mowers "bridge" the ridge and let the cutting blades crop and scalp undulating greens.

This shows why the roller type putting-green mowers keep the cutting blades at the proper height, no matter how abrupt or irregular the undulations.

When side-wheels bridge the ridge, bald spots are inevitable. "Bridging" lowers the mower reel to a point where it either crops the turf so close it dies, or actually scalps the turf from the soil.

These photographs show why manufacturers of putting green mowers adopted the "roller type".

ROSEMAN MOWERS are the only gang mowers that embody the "roller type" principle.

The durability of ROSEMAN MOWERS is proven by our plan whereby payments may be made over a period of 3 yearly budgets, rather than burden the purchase year. Write for particulars.

Roseman Tractor Mower Company
11 W. 42nd Street
New York City

or

810 Church Street
Evanston, Illinois

ROSEMAN MOWERS

Please mention GOLFDOM when writing advertisers
STRAIGHT THINKING in Club FINANCE

"We have been thinking backward." To GOLFDOM this comment on the now famous "Who Pays" article in the July issue is candid and accurate.

Assessments, delayed payments for supplies and materials, inability to do required work on course and clubhouse and extravagant deficiencies of operation are the result of a club not getting the financial support it should have from all of its members.

The "First Reader" of business instruction teaches "get the money." "Who Pays" brought out that this basic lesson is generally unheeded by golf clubs, and that the time is here for clubs to pay attention to this essential factor, if operation is to be conducted on a business-like basis.

It takes a resolute and straight-thinking administration of a golf club to put into effect the policy described in "Who Pays." In the end, each member of the club who deserves membership, profits, and the club operates on a definite and reasonable income, involving no unfair burden of expense to the members who are faithful in their patronage of the enterprise.

Whatever protest there may be to the adoption of a procedure that demands each member of the club pay his due share of the club's costs (in the painless and proper manner of patronizing his club), will be heard principally from those whose kicks ordinarily are strong and their club patronage weak.

Beyond the solution of the club's own financial problem, there is the interest of the manufacturer, who supplies the golf clubs. These manufacturers often have to wait too long for their money.

GOLFDOM prints in this issue but a few of the numerous comments on "Who Pays." We shall print, in succeeding issues, other comments on the subject and deal with other aspects of the problem. We shall welcome from club officials any expressions of their thought on the matter.
"Editor,
"GOLFDOM,
"Chicago.

"Sirs:

"Your article, 'Who Pays?' as published in July GOLFDOM, brings to mind some angles of club life which are evidently foreign to the common knowledge of most club members, and it might be advisable that such an article be written for publication in other club magazines for the education of those individuals who feel they have done their duty to the club when they have paid their dues.

"Whether it be city club, country club, or golf club or any other association of this type, you will find that no more than 10 per cent of the membership know the cost of management, yearly expenditures, mortgage interests and many other expenses connected with an institution maintained in such a manner as to offer the very highest type of service to a group of exacting individuals.

"Checking through the memberships of various city clubs, as well as golf clubs, we find a number of men whose names appear on the membership roll at anywhere from three to fifteen clubs. I have in mind right now a man who belongs to seven golf clubs, four city clubs, three commercial clubs and several other denominational or sectarian organizations.

"Granted, this man is wealthy to permit his becoming a member of so many clubs, yet the fact remains that he is not supporting each club in a manner which would permit of their having many members of his type. He plays golf at four of his clubs each year and at another club his only visits are occasioned by the monthly dinner dances.

"Another type of member is fairly well covered in your article—that is the man who continually uses the club, continually finds fault with the club and very seldom supports the club financially. For this type of man I have another extreme case, the details of which are very vivid in my mind having had occasion to play golf with him only yesterday and having access to the books at the house I looked up this man's record.

"He is a young man who has made sufficient money that he has retired from business and is living on the interest of his investments. He has played not less than 18 holes of golf at this one club on sixty-five occasions in the past ninety days. He has won four prizes worth $75 in six club tournaments this year but up to date he has not spent five cents in either the pro shop or the house. His entire caddy fee for three months has been $19.25, inasmuch as he was compelled to use caddies when playing tournament matches.

"In looking over the books we find some twenty-eight men who have been playing golf from two to three days each week while their house accounts show an expenditure of from $6.00 to $12.00 total for the past four months. Please understand now that I am not criticizing individuals for their inability to support an institution, but like the writer of your article, 'Who Pays?' I, too, believe that the non-supporting member is a decided liability, standing in the way of men who would be only too glad to join and support a club provided the opportunity were presented.

"Our board, after discussing your article, requested the writer to analyze the cost of maintaining our club, produce a statement in letter form for distribution among our members and suggest a plan to be devised whereby the entire membership be informed that each individual must carry his share of the load if he is to remain in the club. Working with our bookkeeper we condensed our report as best we could and are submitting data to the board for their consideration.

Costs per Member

"Our clubhouse is about average type, and we find the investment in our house, including locker room and furnishings, to be $175,000.00 on which full insurance coverage is maintained. Our rate is a little high, running 4 per cent, so that the insurance cost is $7,000.00 per year or $20.00 per member. We have our own water system which cost us $25,000.00 to install, and the cost of producing water, which represents only electric power and repairs to
pump and tank, amounts to $2,000.00 yearly.

"Our kitchen, dining room and clubhouse, exclusive of locker room, requires the services of fifteen employees. Salaries, plus board and room, run approximately $24,000.00 yearly or over $65.00 per member. Laundry bills approximately $3,600.00 per season and taxes on the property $1,800.00.

"It might be of interest to some members to learn that the salaries and board of the locker room employees in practically every club amounts to as much or more than the total yearly locker rental, and the laundry in the locker rooms plus the replacement of linen will cost not less than $6.00 per member per year. For this reason the locker rental should not be less than $20.00 per member.

"Since your subject, however, related merely to the support of the clubhouse, pro shop and caddies, let us confine my figures to these departments. A second reason for confining ourselves to these departments is that the dues paid by members, which are $150.00 yearly, just about cover the maintenance expenses of the golf course plus the insurance, taxes and water expense. The house then will naturally show a loss unless sufficient patronage is given to overcome the labor and general supplies expenses.

"To the sum paid to these employees in the house, which as above stated amounts to $24,000.00, we must add electric lights, telephones, power for electric refrigeration, depreciation on equipment, ice, coal and oil heating bills and miscellaneous items of repair which will bring the cost of operating our house to approximately $35,000.00 per season.

"Now, unless the members do support the house, we are bound to find, as we usually do, a deficit of $10,000.00 to $12,000.00 and it is needless to say that this deficit is not necessary. The members of our golf club like those of all other clubs eat two or three meals daily and they can obtain a good meal in our house just as economically as they can produce one at home, and they will get a better meal in our house than they can find in most restaurants. It seems, then, that it is thoughtlessness on the part of many members that the dining room is not supported as it should be.

"If a man or woman is going to play golf in the morning they should make it a point to eat their noon lunch at the club, and if they are going to play in the early afternoon they should come to the club to eat their meal or lunch before they play or before they dress to play, instead of eating it in some restaurant downtown. If they would but eat their evening meal at the club when they play late or have their wives come to the club for dinner instead of leaving about 6:30 to go to some cabaret or back home to eat, the dining room would not show a deficit.

Plea for Good Pro

"The subject of the pro shop and caddies is one of interest to every member. Why a member should buy supplies at cut-rate stores rather than support his own club professional is beyond conception of those men who think of humanity and reciprocity and friendship as often as the idea of making or spending money. A man might buy some shopworn or last year's so-called "seconds" in balls or supplies at a lower first cost than the prices the professional asks, but how a man could buy cut-price goods and then look his professional in the face when he goes to the club is more than I can understand. The professional is paid a very meager salary in comparison to men of other professions and he must be of excellent character as well as a diplomat if he is to satisfy the whims of three hundred and fifty men and their wives at the golf club. The professional, then, we feel is entitled to the sale of all golf club supplies used by all our members and unless they do purchase their supplies from him it will be necessary for us to obtain a cheaper or very poor professional or dispense with professional services.

"Insofar as caddies are concerned, the caddie committe reports it is a very difficult task to obtain and retain boys for this work because of the transportation facilities, uncertainty of earning possibilities and the fact that the wealthier clubs guarantee each boy $1.25 per day if he appears for caddie service whether or not he is engaged for that work. Other clubs are assigning a caddie to each member as he appears at the club. The caddie's time starts when he is given his ticket and while waiting for the member to come out of the house to play. The wealthy member is very glad to have such an arrangement because it assures him of a caddie, and naturally the boys are doing this work for the money they can earn, hence their desire to go to those clubs where an income is assured. The point is that unless the members do
use caddies we cannot expect caddies to come to our golf course, and if a man cannot afford a caddie he cannot afford a membership in a golf club.

"Another point which many members do not suspect is that a good caddie can or will take from three to eight strokes from the player's score by conferring with him on the proper club, the length of shot and analyzing the player's swing. A caddie is worth the price of his services every time he tells a player what caused the last slice or why he topped a ball, and very few players know so well as the caddie just what causes the poor shots.

Set Monthly Charge

"We have in mind, or rather our board is considering, right now the idea of charging each member $20.00 per month during our seven months' season for house and caddie account. Should the member's bills exceed this amount, the $20.00 advance charge will be deducted and the member will pay his regular monthly bill, but should the member's house and caddie account amount to less than $20.00 during any month, the member shall be asked to pay the $20.00. It is our idea that when, and if, this plan is approved and put into practice, there will be no occasion for assessments on account of the clubhouse, and the dining room will perhaps make a little profit which will be applied toward paying the interest on the mortgages on our property.

"We, too, have now started checking the expenditures of our membership as well as the number of times the members use the club, with the idea of getting down to cold facts and have the member decide whether or not he is in the frame of mind to pay his logical and proportionate share of the expenses of our institution.

"Yours very truly,

"A. C."

(New York City)

Sock the Slacker

"Editor,
"GOLFDOM,
"Chicago,
"Sir:

"It appears to me that the average member of the country club of today is paying about as much attention to his obligation as a member of the club as so many people are doing with their right to vote at school elections, municipal elections, etc. There are too many of them that are 'letting George do it.'

"If any article ever hit the nail on the head it is that in July GOLFDOM entitled 'Who Pays?' I wonder how many secretaries have read that. Surely every one of them should read it and send a copy to their entire membership.

"The 'slacker' member is the first one to criticize the food, the showers, the tees, the greens and the poor caddies. He doesn't use a caddie, he never uses the café, he merely pays his dues and then expects the club to get along without the bottle of red ink at the end of the year.

"There is a direct obligation with every membership card and the sooner the new member realizes that or the 'old slacker' is told that truth plainly, just that soon will clubs show better statements, provide